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Abstract—Facial/voice-based authentication is becoming increasingly popular (e.g., already adopted by MasterCard and
AliPay), because it is easy to use. In particular, users can now
authenticate themselves to online services by using their mobile
phone to show themselves performing simple tasks like blinking
or smiling in front of its built-in camera. Our study shows that
many of the publicly available facial/voice recognition services
(e.g. Microsoft Cognitive Services or Amazon Rekognition) are
vulnerable to even the most primitive attacks. Furthermore,
recent work on modeling a person’s face/voice (e.g. Face2Face [1])
allows an adversary to create very authentic video/audio of
any target victim to impersonate that target. All it takes to
launch such attacks are a few pictures and voice samples of
a victim, which can all be obtained by either abusing the camera
and microphone of the victim’s phone, or through the victim’s
social media account. In this work, we propose the Real Time
Captcha (rtCaptcha) system, which stops/slows down such an
attack by turning the adversary’s task from creating authentic
video/audio of the target victim performing known authentication
tasks (e.g., smile, blink) to figuring out what is the authentication
task, which is encoded as a Captcha. Specifically, when a user tries
to authenticate using rtCaptcha, they will be presented a Captcha
and will be asked to take a “selfie” video while announcing
the answer to the Captcha. As such, the security guarantee
of our system comes from the strength of Captcha, and not
how well we can distinguish real faces/voices from synthesized
ones. To demonstrate the usability and security of rtCaptcha,
we conducted a user study to measure human response times to
the most popular Captcha schemes. Our experiments show that,
thanks to the humans’ speed of solving Captchas, adversaries
will have to solve Captchas in less than 2 seconds in order to
appear live/human and defeat rtCaptcha, which is not possible
for the best settings on the attack side.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With automatic facial/voice recognition becoming more accurate1 and available2 , online services are increasingly allow1 Facebook [2] and Google [3] have respectively achieved recognition
accuracies of 97.35% and 99.63% on faces under different illumination, pose
and facial expressions
2 Through cloud services like Microsoft Cognitive Services or Amazon
Rekognition
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ing their users to authenticate using their face/voice. In such
authentication schemes, all one needs to do to authenticate is
to perform simple tasks like smile, blink or nod in front of
his/her mobile phone, while the phone’s camera will record
the video of the user performing such a task and send it to the
service provider. The authentication is successful if the service
provider determines that the received video is indeed that of
the expected user performing the required task.
While these new generation facial-recognition-based authentication systems offer superior usability and are robust in
benign settings, existing works already have shown that they
are quite vulnerable to several kinds of attacks. Depending on
how the malicious video/media is fed into the authentication
system in order to impersonate a user, existing attacks can be
classified as presentation attacks and compromising attacks
(see Fig. 1 for an illustration).

Fig. 1. Attack channels specified by ISO/IEC 3017-1 standard and possible
spoofing media types deployed via these channels. CHpa and CHca represent
presentation and compromising attack channels respectively.

As we can see in Fig. 1, presentation attacks physically
“present” the impersonating media (mostly static photos or
masks) to the sensors used by the authentication system, while
compromising attacks involve tempering/fabricating the digital
output of the sensors.
An observation we can make here is that compromising
attacks are potentially much more scalable than presentation
attacks, because compromising attacks can happen entirely in
the digital world, while presentation attacks are restricted to
physically presenting something to the target system. Recent
advances in face modeling (e.g. Face2Face [1]) further make
it easier to automate compromising attacks. In particular, all
an attacker needs to generate authentic looking video of the

target victim performing the task necessary for authentication
are pictures or videos of the victim. Such materials can be
obtained either through abusing the camera of the authentication device, or through accessing publicly available data
from the victim’s social media accounts– all very doable
once the attacker has a foothold on the authentication device
(e.g. have their malicious app installed and granted the right
permissions). Once such “authentication video” is generated,
the attacker will need a way to feed it into the authentication
system to launch a compromising attack. This final step can
be achieved in a number of ways, e.g. through compromising
the authentication device’s OS (and then modifying the output
buffer of the camera) or through reverse engineering the
authentication protocol and directly talking to the server.
Based on the above observation that compromising attacks
are much easier to launch in a large scale than presentation
attacks, we will focus on the former in this paper. However,
as we will note in Section §VIII, our solution is also expected
to make state-of-the-art presentation attacks more detectable.
Regarding existing work in defense against both presentation and compromising attacks, we can argue that most
defenses focus on making it harder for the adversary to
generate sufficiently good video of the victim performing the
“authentication task.” An obvious example is to perform better
analysis of the received video to determine if it came from
a real human or was somehow synthesized. A less obvious
example is liveness detection, which is mainly used to defeat
“replay” attacks that employ static pictures of the victim; and
this simply pushes the attackers to create animatable 3D models, instead of continuing to use static pictures. What remains
constant is that the “authentication task” is predefined, fixed
and known to the adversary, and this allows the adversary
to develop new technologies to create authentic videos of the
victims performing the right task.
In this work, we propose a different, orthogonal approach;
instead of making it harder for the adversary to generate
video of the victim performing the known task to fool our
system, we make it harder for the adversary to know what
is the required task the user must perform in order to successfully complete the authentication. In particular, at each
authentication attempt, instead of asking the user to perform
simple actions such as blink or smile in front of the camera
on the authentication device, our server will send the user
a Captcha and have the authentication device take a video
of the user answering that Captcha. For a normal user, this
will be easy, but for an automated attack, this will mean
automatically solving the Captcha before feeding the answer
into the algorithm for generating fake video of the user
answering the Captcha. As in all Captcha schemes, we can
assume that the time it takes for a real user to solve the
Captcha is significantly shorter than it is for the adversary
(even if some human intervention is involved, see Section §VII
for our evaluation of this claim), and only authenticate in case
the correct response is received within some threshold time.
To summarize, the high level idea of our system is to
turn the attacker’s task from generating good quality video

of the victim to one of breaking Captcha– a task that is well
understood and studied by the security community. A point
worth noting is that while the security of our system depends
on the security of the Captcha scheme we used, we consider
the security of Captcha an orthogonal problem. We believe
Captcha (i.e. being able to tell if a user of an online service
is a human) is so important, not only to us, but to the whole
online ecosystem, that the security of Captcha will continue
to improve, and any improvement in the security/robustness of
Captcha can be easily adopted to our system.
We have implemented our high level idea in a prototype system called rtCaptcha. Our user study shows that
normal human response time to the Captcha presented at
authentication time is less than 1 second even for the most
complex scheme. We also conducted experiments on the same
challenges with existing Captcha solving services and stateof-the art techniques which has 34.38% average recognizing
accuracy and 6.22 seconds average execution time [4]. In other
words, there is a very large safety margin between the response
time of a human solving a Captcha and a machine trying to
break one.
In summary, the contributions of this work are:
1) We perform an empirical spoofing analysis on current
cloud based audio/visual recognition and verification systems that use state-of-the art data-driven deep learning
architectures.
2) We propose a practical and usable liveness detection
scheme by using security infrastructure of Captchas to
defeat even the most scalable and automated attacks.
3) We perform analysis on existing automated and manpowered Captcha-breaking services and state-of-the art
Captcha-solving algorithms by using the most popular
Captcha schemes in the market.
4) We have implemented a prototype Android application
and conducted a user study.
5) Our evaluations show that audio response of a normal
human being to a Captcha challenge is much shorter than
automated attacks which have state-of-the art synthesizers
and Captcha-breaking methods.
In the rest of the paper, we will introduce our threat model in
Section §II, present existing attacks and defense mechanisms
in Section §III, present our experiment on launching compromising attacks against existing, publicly available systems
in Section §IV, describe design and details of rtCaptcha in
Section §V, evaluate the human performance and existing
Captcha breaking tools on solving Captcha challenges along
with usability and user acceptance of rtCaptcha in Section §VI,
provide the security analysis of rtCaptcha against our threat
model in Section §VII, discuss about limitations and future
works in Section §VIII, and conclude in Section §IX.
II. T HREAT M ODEL
In this work, we focus on defending against powerful,
automated compromising attacks. We assume the following
threat model:
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the authentication device is a mobile phone with a camera
and a microphone,
• the authentication server is not compromised,
• the kernel of the authentication device can be compromised,
• there is no form of attestation mechanism on the authentication device, since software attestation is theoretically
security by obscurity and hardware attestation is not yet
available for phones,
• the protocol between the client app running on the
authentication device and the server is known to the
attacker, thus the attacker can run malicious version of
the client app on the authentication device that will
completely control the camera and microphone input to
the authentication server,
• the attacker can abuse the camera and microphone on the
authentication device to collect samples of the face and
voice of the victim; the collected samples can then be
used to generate models of the victim’s voice and face,
which can then be used to synthesize videos and audios
for impersonating the victim during a future authentication session,
• the attack needs to be completely automated, and it needs
to happen on the victim’s authentication device, otherwise
we believe the attack cannot scale.
Out-of-scope: Based on above assumptions, we consider
the following attacks out of scope for this work. 1) Presentation attacks which involve showing 2/3D printed and
wearable masks, hard copy photos or device screens displaying
the target’s face and other rudimentary manipulations, (since
this means the attack must happen on an authentication
device physically controlled by the attacker, thus violating
the last assumption in the threat model). 2) Facial mimicry
manipulations through face reenactment [1], [5], where facial
expressions of an imposter solving the Captcha are captured
and applied in real time to a 3D model of the victim to synthesize the victim’s face responding to our liveness detection
challenge3 (this requires a source actor to perform the act
before the software can map it to the target subject, which
is not a practical and scalable attack scenario for automated
tasks).

smile, blink, lip or head movement, etc. [8], [9]. However,
frame switching or video-based attacks proved how easy
it was to bypass smile or blink detection since they have
arbitrary facial frames creating a motion to fulfill desired
challenges [10]. Both image and video-based attacks are deployed as presentation attacks, but, they also are suitable for a
compromising attack scenario. However, the latter attacks and
corresponding defense mechanisms have been sophisticated
for either presentation or compromising attacks.
Against presentation attacks, researchers mainly focused on
discriminating 3D structure, texture or reflectance of a human
face from a planar surface. To this end, 3D shape inferring
features such as optical flow and focal length analysis, color
and micro texture analysis, or features extracting reflectance
details (such as visual rhythm analysis) have been proposed
against presentation attacks [11]–[16]. On the other hand,
researchers proposed a wearable 3D mask for presentation
attacks to defeat all of these anti-spoofing methods. However,
reflectance and texture analysis-based defense mechanisms
have also been proposed against 3D mask attacks [17]–
[20]. It is worth noting that many different approaches and
design choices have been proposed at the competitions on the
countermeasures to presentation attacks [21]–[23].

•

B. Compromising Attacks and Defenses
Recent advances in 3D face model creation (using a couple
of images) have been employed to launch compromising
attacks [24]. In order to capture enough raw material for model
generation, the victim’s face/voice could be captured through
a user interface (UI) redressing attack caused by a malicious
app that allows particular permissions (e.g. draw-on-top on
Android device [25]) without his/her notice. To generate a
3D face model from captured image/video, the most suitable
approach in existing literature is to use pre-built 3D Morphable
Models (3DMMs) [26]–[28]. 3DMMs are the statistical 3D
representations built on facial textures and shapes of many
different subjects (e.g. 10,000 faces in [27]) by incorporating
with their facial expressions and physical attributes at the
same time. Once built, a 3DMM is ready for reconstruction
according to facial attributes of a victim’s face. The details
of building a 3D face model could be found in [27], but the
overall pipeline is as follows. First, facial landmarks which
express pose, shape and expression are extracted from the
victim’s face. Then, the 3DMM is reconstructed to match
the landmarks from both the 3D model and the face. Hence,
pose, shape and expression of the face are transferred to the
3DMM. After reshaping the 3DMM, texture of the victim’s
face is conveyed to the 3D model. Since a 2D face photo/frame
does not contain full representation of its 3D correspondence,
a photo-realistic facial texture is generated from the visible
face area in the photo/frame for missing parts in the 3D
representation [29]. Then, this 3D face is transferred into a VR
environment to fulfill requested challenge tasks (e.g., smile,
blink, rotate head, etc.).
On the defense against compromising attacks, even though
some inertial sensor-assisted methods increase the security

III. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we summarize existing liveness detection
methods against both presentation and compromising attacks.
A. Presentation Attacks and Defenses
The requirement of liveness detection systems against face
spoofing attacks was first introduced by researchers who
showed that existing face authentication applications for both
desktop and mobile platforms are vulnerable to single image
spoofing [6], [7]. As a defense mechanism against this attack, researchers proposed challenge-response based liveness
detection mechanisms that involve user interaction such as
3 In

[1], this can be achieved with a 20ms latency.
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of facial authentication systems [30], such a compromised
environment with given permissions can allow attackers to
use additional sensor data to manipulate the motion of 3D
face model in a VR environment. Another defense mechanism
against these attacks, especially against VR based ones, could
be analyzing the authentication media by using forensic techniques to detect forged audio/video [31], [32]. However, since
3D face models are created from scratch with high fidelity
texture data, these methods could not detect any forgery on
spoofing media. On the other hand, new approaches (such as
discrepancy analysis on color filter array of camera sensor
noise or multi-fractal and regression analysis on discriminating
natural and computer generated images) could be used as
countermeasures against 3D-face-model-based attacks [33],
[34]. However, attackers can extract genuine noise patterns or
features from existing or captured images to embed them into
generated video in a compromised device, thus, these defense
mechanisms also fail against our threat model [35]. Hence,
defense mechanisms against compromised attacks should not
rely on additional device data as suggested in previous works.
User authentication through audio response to text challenges is first proposed by Gao et al. [36]. However, their
goal is mainly to distinguish between natural and synthesized
voice. Their results show that human responses can pass the
system with 97% accuracy in 7.8 seconds average time while a
very basic text-to-speech (TTS) tool (Microsoft SDK 5.14 ) can
pass the system with 4% success rate. In contrast to rtCaptcha,
the work in [36] use plain-text challenges and thus allows
the attacker to easily learn what is the task involved in the
liveness detection challenge, and thus can be easily defeated
by more sophisticated real-time synthesis of the victim’s voice
(e.g. [37], [38]). Shirali et al. [39] proposed a scheme that
involves audio Captchas. In their system, challenges are sent
to users in audio formats and users give audio responses
back to the system. They use audio features such as MelFrequency Cepstral Spectrum (MFCC) to correlate challenge
and response audios at the decision side. They achieved
80% of authentication accuracy on average. However, since
breaking audio Captchas are as easy as breaking plain-text
challenge by using a speech-to-text application, this work also
does not provide good defense against compromising attacks.
To the best of our knowledge, rtCaptcha is the first approach
that binds a text-based Captcha challenge response with user’s
biometric data in the realm of audio/visual liveness detection.

Facial Authentication Systems Studied
We tested most popular cloud-based facial recognition services that are provided or funded by major companies such as
Microsoft5 , Amazon6 , AliPay(Face++)7 and Kairos8 .
Database: We tested each studied system against videos
showing real/fake faces. We used subjects from the open
source CASIA Face Anti-Spoofing Database [40]. In particular, we took the genuine videos from the CASIA Face AntiSpoofing Database and: 1) used them as positive samples
to test each studied system, and 2) used them as samples
for generating synthesized videos, and used them as negative
samples against each tested system. For our experiment, we
used the first 10 subjects from the CASIA database.
Synthesizing methods: We tested each studied system
against videos synthesized using methods with various levels
of sophistication. Fig. 2 presents a complete set of synthesized
video for a user in the database (5th subject in training set). We
can summarize the synthesizing techniques employed starting
from the most complex to the simplest as followed:

Fig. 2. A full media set including genuine and fake versions of it for a subject
in our face authentication database.

1) 3D Face Model: This is the state-of-the art method for
generating fake face video for the purpose of compromising attacks [24]. For our experiments, we generated
3D face models from genuine videos of each subject in
our dataset by using three different tools: i) Surrey Face
Model (labeled as 3Dsf in Fig. 2), a multi-resolution
3DMM and accompanying open-source tool [28]; ii)
FaceGen9 (3Df g ), and iii) demo version of CrazyTalk810
(3Dct8 ) commercial tools used for 3D printing or rendering 3D animation and game characters. Although the
demo tool puts a brand mark on 3D models, they don’t
seem to have any effect on the effectiveness of the attack.

IV. E VALUATING THE S ECURITY OF E XISTING S YSTEMS
In this section, we study how vulnerable the most popular
facial and voice-authentication systems are to the compromising attacks which motivate our work in rtCaptcha. In
particular, we tested all studied systems against compromising
attacks of various levels of sophistication in terms of how
they create the impersonating video/audio of the victims, using
open source spoofing datasets.

5 azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive-services/
6 aws.amazon.com/rekognition/
7 www.faceplusplus.com
8 kairos.com
9 https://facegen.com
10 https://www.reallusion.com/crazytalk

4 www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=10121
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TABLE I
BASELINE AND S POOFING RESULTS OF CLOUD BASED FACE AUTHENTICATION SYSTEMS
Baseline / Overall Conf. (%)
Cognitive Service
Face API MS Azure
Kairos Human Analytics
Cognitive Services Face++
Amazon Rekognition

TP
10
10
10
10

/
/
/
/

78
80
87
97

TN
10 / 65
8 / 58
10 / 83
10 / 82

Number of Verified Faces Over 10 / Overall Confidence Rate (%)
3Dsf

3Df g

3Dct8

2Dcar

2Dske

2Df em

10
10
10
10

10 / 75
10 / 78
10 / 71
8 / 77

10 / 70
10 / 73
10 / 72
9 / 67

10 / 82
10 / 91
9 / 77
7 / 84

10 / 84
10 / 83
7 / 80
6 / 84

10 / 86
10 / 80
7 / 75
9 / 89

/
/
/
/

2) Cartoonized and Sketch Photos: To detect whether the
face authentication systems check the texture information or not, we convert randomly grabbed frames from
the genuine videos to cartoonized and sketch forms11 .
We express these manipulations with 2Dcar and 2Dske ,
respectively.
3) Fake Eyes/Mouth Photo: Finally, we replaced eyes and
mouth regions of the stationary photos with fake ones
which are cropped from an animation character. We conduct this attack method to prove that facial authentication
and verification systems only focus on the location of
facial attributes. To create appropriate fake eyes and
mouth, we first extract the facial landmarks to get their
regions. Afterwards, we reshape our fake eyes and mouth
templates to exactly fit their corresponding regions. This
manipulation is represented by 2Df em in the evaluation
results.
Methodology: We experimented with each studied service
as followed: we enrolled each subject with his genuine face
sample. After the enrollment, we established the baseline
performance of each service by presenting one genuine face
from the enrolled user (thus measuring its true positive, TP)
and one genuine face from a different user (thus measuring
its true negative, TN). To test the robustness of each service
against attacks, we presented each service with all of our
synthesized videos. To make the experiment more realistic, we
generated the synthesized videos using samples different from
those used for registration. The success rate of each synthesis
technique and its overall similarity rates (which is the tested
service’s measure of how close the presented video is to the
one from registration) are in Table-I. Since most of the services
accept 50% of similarity rate for correct verification, we also
consider this threshold in our experiments.
Findings: First of all, under benign conditions, we find the
analyzed services have an overall baseline true positive (TP) of
100% and an overall baseline true negative (TN) of 95%, with
85.5% and 75.7% overall confidence rates, respectively. Our
results also show that Amazon Rekognition service performs
best among all tested service, since its confidence rates on
both TP and TN are highest. Unfortunately, we also find that
all of the analyzed services are vulnerable against almost all
of the tested synthesis techniques. Results show that 92.5%
of the spoofed faces are detected as genuine copies with an
average similarity rate of 79%. More specifically, Cartoonized

70
75
86
89

and Sketch photo attacks showed that the texture information is
not considered in the authentication process at these systems.
When we made detailed analysis to understand the reason for
a lower matching rate in the Sketch photo attack, we conclude
that it is because the tested services cannot detect facial region
on those samples. The success of Cartoonized and Sketch
photo attacks highlights that attackers can succeed without
putting much effort in building a high fidelity facial texture;
it would add to the latency in generating the synthesized
video to answer the liveness detection challenge presented.
Moreover, results of fake eyes/mouth spoofing amusingly
proved that all of these systems are only using the landmark
locations as the facial feature set on their face authentication
protocol. 3D facial model spoofing results also support these
outcomes since we used non-sophisticated tools to create 3D
models and facial textures. Even though the demo software
puts some brand marks over the generated face, we still
get very high similarity rates with these 3D models. Hence,
faces created by one of the latest 3D facial model generation
software (e.g. [29], [41]) are very unlikely to be detected
as fake by these services. As a result, we can make an
inference that even if a facial authentication scheme uses a
challenge-response based liveness detection mechanism (such
as smile/blink detection) accompanying one of these services,
it will be very easy to spoof such a scheme even by conducting
a rough switching frame manipulation (e.g. when asked to
blink, go from a frame with open eyes to one with closed
eyes for a short time) or using a demo application to create
3D face model and manipulate the model to answer the
challenge. For instance, Fig. 3 shows how easy it is to get
a high smiling probability from Microsoft Cognitive Service
even with a rough manipulation on a genuine face while
preserving similarity rate around 78.52%. Assuming a security
mechanism that uses smile-detection as a liveness clue and
MS Face API to authenticate user face (as Uber does for
driver authentication), then a crude attack as in the figure can
defeat this mechanism without using any sophisticated tool or
algorithm.
Voice Authentication Systems
In this section, we show that automatic speaker verification
(ASV) systems also have similar vulnerabilities to compromising attacks as do their facial recognition counterparts.
To make a clear demonstration, we systematically conducted
attacks with synthesized voices from the Microsoft Speaker

11 http://www.cartoonize.net
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Methodology: We first enrolled 10 users using their genuine
samples from the two datasets, (2 users from Vdnn and 8
randomly selected users from Vasv ), each with a total of 30
seconds of speech samples. We then tested the targeted service
against 10 genuine samples from the enrolled user, as well as
7 (for Vdnn ) or 10 (for Vasv ) synthesized samples generated
for the enrolled user by each tested technique, and evaluated if
each tested sample was successfully identified as the enrolled
user.
Findings: In Fig. 4, we present the genuine identification
results for the genuine samples (Org), synthesized samples
generated by 10 different methods in the Vasv dataset (V1asv to
V10
asv ) and 7 different DNN methods in the Vdnn dataset from
left to right. V1−7
dnn average result is given for 7 DNN based synthesizers in the Vdnn dataset. First of all, we note that 97% of
the genuine samples were identified correctly. Hence, it shows
that the cloud service is working accurately for the recognition
tasks. On the other hand, samples synthesized by various tested
SS and VC methods have an average success rate of 64.6%.
More specifically, even with the worst performing VC tool,
there are still 28.75% of the synthesized samples identified
to be from the real enrolled user. Additionally, samples from
open sourced TTS synthesizers (10th method of Vasv ) can
have a 90% chance of being considered legitimate. Finally, if
an adversary generate synthesized voice of a victim by using
a DNN based approach, the SI service identify the forged
speakers as a genuine one 100% of time (this is true for
all methods/settings in Vdnn ). The results also prove that the
parameter space to synthesize is much more bigger than those
which are used by verification methods. That is why, even the
simplest VC approach can tune the voice characteristics of the
victim to the level of a verification system’s requirements.

Fig. 3. Smiling probabilities of genuine and fake samples while their
similarity rate is 78.52%.

Identification (SI) service by using open-sourced synthesized
speech data sets.
Database: In our experiments, we used two different
datasets, from ASV Spoofing Challenge [42] (Vasv ) and DNN
based speaker adaptation work by Wu et al. [38] (Vdnn ).
The first dataset, Vasv , contains both genuine and synthesized
voice samples for a total of 106 male and female users. ASV
Spoofing Challenge is organized for Interspeech 2015 Conference to determine best technique detecting spoofing methods
against automatic speaker verification systems. Hence, organizers published Vasv dataset containing synthesized versions
of genuine data which are generated by 7 voice conversion
(VC) and 3 speech synthesizing (SS) techniques. We denoted
these samples from V1asv to V10
asv . Some of the synthesized
data have published before the submissions evaluated, which
are called known attacks, and some of them are used only for
evaluation which are called unknown attacks. Overall spoofing
detection accuracy of the submissions is around 97% for
known attacks and 91% for unknown attacks. It is worth noting
that almost all submitted countermeasure methods perform
worst on the last SS based samples (V10
asv ).
The second dataset, Vdnn , contains both genuine and synthesized samples for one female and one male speaker, where
the synthesized speech samples were generated by using 7
different settings of their DNN framework. These samples are
denoted as V1−7
dnn . Objective and subjective experiments prove
that all DNN techniques in the paper have better adaptation
performance than the hidden Markov model baseline in terms
of naturalness and speaker similarity. Hence, we use this
dataset as the state-of-the art spoofing attacks.

V. O UR A PPROACH
The workflow of rtCaptcha is summarized in Figure 5. The
workflow starts when an authentication device (i.e. mobile
phone) needs to start an authentication/registration session;
to proceed, it will establish a secure connection with our
authentication server. Upon receiving requests over the secure
channel, our server will generate and send a Captcha challenge
to the authentication device and measure the time until the
authentication device responds. The session will time out if
no response is received after a predefined period.
On the authentication device, once it receives the Captcha
challenge, it will display the challenge to the user and start
recording the user’s audio response. The client app running on
the authentication device will also take a number of snapshots
of the user at random time while he/she is responding to the
challenge, using the front camera on the phone. We use the
phone’s voice recognition system to determine when the user
has finished responding to the Captcha challenge; the captured
voice and face samples will then be sent to the server using the
established secure channel. To avoid unnecessarily utilizing the
more expensive voice/facial recognition service, our server will
perform initial sanity check of the response by transcribing
the audio response received using a standard speech-to-text

Fig. 4. Success rate of speaker spoofing attacks to Microsoft SI service.
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Fig. 5. Process flow diagram of the Real Time Captcha. (Tr , Th and Fvf refer to user response time, human response time threshold and face & voice
feature vector, respectively. )

Using this framework, we can prevent the adversary from
launching automatic, large-scale user impersonation using
compromised phones. In the following, we will provide implementation details of the rtCaptcha system.

(STT) algorithm to determine if the response corresponds to
the Captcha solution to the challenge we sent. We will also
determine how much time it takes for the user to start responding to the challenge by measuring when did the first speech
activity happen in the received response. If the user took too
long to start responding, we will consider the liveness test a
failure and reject the authentication/registration request. If the
received response passes the preliminary checks, we’ll perform
the more expensive analysis to determine if the validity of the
received voice and face samples (the exact process will depend
on whether the request is for authentication or registration, and
we will detail the process for each case below).
Registration: Our analysis for registration is very simple
and mostly involves sanity check of the received face and
voice sample to make sure they came from a real human being
to further avoid bot registration and avoid wasting resources
to establish accounts for non-existent/non-human users. If
necessary, we can also match the received samples against
that of all existing users to detect attempts to register multiple
accounts for the same person. If the face and voice samples
pass all our tests, we will proceed to create the new user
account and tie the received face and voice sample to that
user and use them for future authentication sessions.
Authentication: For authentication requests, if the user is
trying to authenticate as user X, we will compare the received
facial and voice samples against the samples received at the establishment of account X. If the samples are verified as coming
from user X, we can confirm the liveness and authenticity of
the request; liveness is confirmed since the Captcha challenge
is correctly answered, authenticity is confirmed through the
matching face and voice sample. Thus, we will report to the
user that the authentication is successful and let him/her log
in as user X. Upon successful authentication of a user, we
can also add the received face and voice sample for this
authentication attempt to the user’s record to improve his/her
face and voice profile for future authentication.

A. Captcha Challenge
For our implementation of rtCaptcha, we’ve employed a
number of commonly used Captcha generation tools so we
can experiment with and fine tune the difficulty level of
our liveness detection. In the following we will give a brief
description of the Captcha schemes we’ve experimented with.
In the literature, text-based Captchas are classified into three
different categories according to font styles and positional
relationships between adjacent characters. The three categories
are, namely, character isolated (CI) schemes, hollow character
schemes, and crowding characters together (CCT) schemes [4].
Some Captcha providers also use variable character sizes and
rotations or different kinds of distortions and background
noises to make their Captcha harder to break. For our experiments, we obtained Captcha samples used by Gao et al. [4]
(which conducted generic Captcha breaking attacks on them).
We also have modified the Cool PHP Captcha12 framework
to create variable size Captchas of short phrases or numbers
to include random lines on background. Table II summarizes
different Captcha schemes we have experimented with in our
user study and evaluations.
Regarding the hardness of these Captcha schemes, Brodic et
al. [43] shows that an average Internet user can solve text and
numeric Captchas in hollow and CCT (reCaptcha) schemes at
around 20 seconds on average (3 secs. min.). They also show
that Captcha solving time is correlated with education and age.
However, previous findings focus on the scenario where the
user has to type in the answer to the Captcha, while in our
case, they only have to speak out the answer, which should
12 Cool PHP Captcha is used in the reCaptcha scheme, and is available at
https://github.com/josecl/cool-php-captcha
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challenges and synthesizing a victim’s face and challenge
announcing voice is smaller than even the duration of audible
response. As depicted in the top of the Fig. 6, adversarial
action time is limited with the beginning of the speech activity.

TABLE II
M OST POPULAR C APTCHA SCHEMES
Sample

Scheme

Websites

reCAPTCHA
(CCT scheme)

linkedin, facebook
google,youtube,twitter
blogspot, wordpress. . .

Ebay
(CCT scheme)

ebay.com

Yandex
(Hollow
scheme)

yandex.com

Yahoo! (Hollow
scheme)

yahoo.com

Amazon
(CCT scheme)

amazon.com

Microsoft
(CI scheme)

live.com
bing.com

Fig. 6. Time window for adversarial actions.

Speech activity detection, also referred to as voice activity
detection (VAD), is a ubiquitous method that has been studied
and discussed in different contexts such as audio coding, content analysis and information retrieval, speech transmission,
automatic segmentation and speech recognition, especially in
the noisy environments [46], [47]. In our framework, we used a
hybrid model that follows a data-driven approach by exploiting
different speech-related characteristics such as spectral shape,
spectro-temporal modulations, periodicity structure and longterm spectral variability profiles [48]. After getting different
streams representing each of these profiles, the information
from the streams is applied to the input layer of a Multilayer
Perceptron classifier. The overall equal error rate of this
approach is around 2% when a classifier is built with 30 hours
data and tested on 300 hours data. Since our audio responses
will be a few seconds, the error rate will be a few milliseconds.
On the bottom of Fig. 6, we presented speech activity detection
on the spectrogram of a sample Captcha response audio from
our experiments.
Once user response time has been extracted, if it is within
an expected human response time and not-longer than the
breaking time of the corresponding Captcha scheme, we verify
the challenge response as a genuine attempt. The reference
response time window could be adapted for each user and
Captcha scheme with his/her response times from the successful attempts since Captcha reading behavior could vary
for each person and scheme.

be faster and easier than typing. Thus, we have performed our
own user study to determine how long it will take users to
complete the liveness challenge in our settings. Our findings
are reported in Sect. VI.
B. Transcribing Captcha Responses
As a first step in our validation of the face and voice samples
received for the liveness test under rtCaptcha, we transcribe the
voice sample using a speech-to-text (STT) algorithm to see if
it’s a correct answer to the Captcha we sent. In our framework,
we used a Hidden Markov Model (HMM)-based approach
with a pre-trained dictionary. We used the open-sourced CMU
Pocketsphinx library, Carnegie Mellon University’s Sphinx
speech recognition system [44], in our user study app since
it provides a lightweight library working on mobile devices.
CMU Sphinx is the state-of-the art solution among HMM
based approaches. There also are many sophisticated alternatives for this step. For example, recently Baidu’s open source
framework Deep Speech 2 exceeds the accuracy of human
beings on several benchmarks [45]. They trained a deep neural
network (DNN) system with 11,940 hours of English speech
samples. Cloud-based cognitive services such as Microsoft
Bing Speech API13 or IBM Watson Speech to Text14 also
could be used as STT algorithm for this step. However,
network latency caused by audio sample transmission could
be a drawback in our framework.

D. Facial and Voice Verification
After getting a correct Captcha response within a real human
response time, we verify the user’s facial and voice data
by using data from the registration phase. If the attempt is
a new user registration, we again make facial and speaker
recognition to check that the new user is not a duplicate
one. Facial and speaker recognition and verification literature
could be investigated under two different categories; first
one is feature or descriptor-based (old fashioned) and the
second one is a data-driven DNN-based (modern) approach.

C. Audio Response Validation
Given a verified audio response of the Captcha challenge,
the next verification process tests user response time to the
challenge. Unlike typing-based responses, our further analysis
will show that giving audible response is much faster. Furthermore, the attacker’s time window for breaking Captcha
13 https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive-services/speech/
14 https://www.ibm.com/watson/services/speech-to-text/
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In our experiments, we used cognitive services of Face++ and
Microsoft to verify a user’s face and voice, respectively.

probability to determine when the user has answered our
challenge. Fig. 7 shows sample screen shots from our Android
app while conducting Captcha challenges and blink detection.

VI. E VALUATION
In this section, we present the results of our evaluation
on rtCaptcha to show that it provides a strong, yet usable,
liveness detection to protect facial/voice-based authentication
systems against compromising attacks. In particular, we have
performed a user study to measure:
• the time difference between a real user solving the
Captcha presented by rtCaptcha versus the time it takes
for an algorithm to break it
• the usability and user acceptance of rtCaptcha
Note that our user study has been approved by the Institutional Reviews Board of our institution.
A. User Study Procedure and Data Collection

Fig. 7. Screen shots from Android app for user study. From left to right;
tasks 2 , 3 and 4 , respectively.

We implemented an Android app to experiment with five
different challenge response-based liveness detections, where
the user either has to read numbers or text presented on
the screen, or perform an action in front of the screen. All
text-based challenges will have the user read a number of
phrases comprised of two to three simple words, and numeric
challenges of 6-digit numbers.
It is worth noting that users pronounced all of the numeric
or phrase challenges (in plain text or Captcha forms) out loud
in our experiments.
To be more specific, our five tested liveness detection based
upon the following challenges: 1 two text phrase and one
numeric challenges as plaintext; 2 three numeric challenges
as Captcha images with reCaptcha, Ebay and Yandex schemes;
3 three text phrase challenges in an animated Captcha images
with reCaptcha scheme. In this task, we display challenge
words individually by animating (e.g., sliding from left to
right) them sequentially with small time delays. The idea
behind this approach is to prevent the attacker from extracting
the challenge from one single frame, and instead force him/her
to extract the Captcha as moving targets. On the other hand, we
believe understanding an animated Captcha should be not too
much more difficult than solving one at a fixed location for a
human being. For this part of our experiment, we used Captcha
samples collected by Gao et al. [4] for Ebay and Yandex
schemes. To obtain reCaptcha samples that are either purely
numerical or purely text (which are not included in the dataset
from [4]), we generated them using Cool PHP Captcha tool
which creates custom word Captchas in reCaptcha scheme; 4
challenge to blink, and 5 challenge to smile.
To improve the usability of our liveness detection, for
challenges 1 to 3 , our app will only present one challenge
at a time, and we used CMU Pocketsphinx library for realtime speech recognition on mobile devices to know when
the user has finished attempting the current challenge (by
noticing the stop of utterance), show them whether they’re
successful before moving on to the next challenge phrase
or number. Similarly, for challenges 4 and 5 , we used
Google’s Mobile Vision API to obtain smiling and blinking

We recruited 31 volunteers for our experiments and had
them use our Android app, which has installed on a LG Nexus
4 device we own. At the beginning of our experiment with
each participant, we explained the purpose of our experiment
and showed them an introductory video about how to use
the Android app to complete the tasks. Then we asked each
participant to answer 3 rounds of challenges for each of the 5
different kinds of challenges listed above (i.e., 15 challenges
in total). For each challenge, we set a timeout of 10 seconds
and considered it a failure and moved on to the next if the
participant did not answer the challenge in that time. For
the first three types of challenges, we captured the user’s
audio responses and some facial frames while answering the
challenges (like we did in rtCaptcha), as well as how long it
took to answer the challenge and whether the answer was
correct. We also compared the facial and voice data from
different challenges to determine if it’s the face and voice
of the same user. For the fourth and fifth challenge types, we
only measured and saved blink and smile detection time along
with their probability without capturing any video/audio data.
B. Findings
Before delving into the details of the results from the
aforementioned experiment, it is worth noting that participants correctly announced the Captcha challenges with an
89.2% overall accuracy and 0.93 seconds overall response
time. The accuracy is much higher and the response time
is excessively smaller than state-of-the art Captcha breaking
algorithms (detailed in further sections). Moreover, 100% of
participants’ faces and voices are verified correctly with 93.8%
(by Face++) and High (by Microsoft) overall confidence
values, respectively.
Figure 8 presents the response time distributions of the
participants. While response (and detection) time to any type
of challenge that involves the user reading something are
below two seconds, the minimum time to give a smile or
blink response is higher than the largest measured response
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TABLE III
R ESPONSE TIMES AND SUCCESSFUL RECOGNITIONS OF THE CHALLENGES WITH OUR APPROACH (H UMANaud ), MEN - POWERED C APTCHA SOLVING
SERVICE (ATTACK typ ), OCR BASED (ATTACK ocr ) AND STATE - OF - THE ART C APTCHA BREAKING ALGORITHMS (ATTACK best ) [4].

Task
#
1
2
2
2
3

Captcha
Scheme
Plaintext
reCaptchanum
Ebaynum
Yandexnum
reCaptchaphrase

Time (secs)

Recognition Accuracy (%)

Humanaud

Attacktyp

Attackocr

Attackbest

Humanaud

Attacktyp

Attackocr

Attackbest

0.77
0.90
0.73
0.89
1.02

N/A
22.11
12.33
15.05
20.88

N/A
2.98
2.79
3.30
3.03

N/A
10.27
05.98
15.50
N/A

91.9
87.1
94.1
87.7
88.0

N/A
96.7
100
96.7
91.5

N/A
0
0
0
0

N/A
77.2
58.8
02.2
N/A

Also, Fig. 10 presents distribution of them for each challenge
in tasks 1 to 3. Our results show that participants’ response
times remain mostly constant over the different types of
Captcha schemes tested, and are not affected by the difficulty
level of the Captcha. Similarly, recognition accuracies from
plain-text and Ebay Captcha challenges to reCaptcha and
Yandex Captchas vary only slightly. Moreover, while numeric
Captchas have consistently better accuracies than English
phrase-based Captchas, the difference is below 5%.

Fig. 8. Distribution of challenge response times for each tasks.

time to any of the Captcha challenges (task 2 and 3). The slow
detection time for blink and smile may be due to the limitation
of our implementation, but we believe they generally require
every frame to be analyzed and thus can be more difficult than
detecting the utterance of the answer to a text or numerical
Captcha challenge. In other words, our experimental results
show that Captcha based liveness detection challenges are not
going to increase the end-to-end time to authenticate a user
over existing smile or blink based challenges.

Fig. 10. Distribution of response times for each challenges in each tasks. (1 1
and 1 2: Plaintext Phrases, 1 3: Plaintext numbers, 2 1: reCaptcha numbers,
2 2: Ebay numbers 2 3: Yandex numbers, 3 1, 3 2 and 3 3: Animated
reCaptcha phrases)

Fig. 10 also shows that there is a slight warm-up effect
at the beginning of each tasks; the response times for the
first challenge of each task is longer than that for the others.
Moreover, when we change the challenge type (e.g. from
phrase to numeric at task 1) or the Captcha scheme (e.g. from
Ebay to Yandex at task 2), we also observe a slight warm-up
effect. On the other hand, since we did not change challenge
type or Captcha scheme on task 3, response times decreased in
each trial at this task. In any case, even if we have a warm-up
effect, the maximum response time to the Captcha challenge
is 3.74 seconds, which is still below the execution time of
current Captcha-breaking algorithms.
Finally, when a user fails to correctly answer any kind
of liveness detection challenge, he/she will be asked to try
again. So, in Table IV, we measure how many times our
participant had to re-try before a successful authentication
could be completed under the different types of challenges.
Our results show that in almost all cases, participants needed to

Fig. 9. Distribution of overall completion times for each tasks.

Finally, Fig. 9 shows the overall time to answer all 15
challenges, and we see that there’s no significant difference
between participants.
In Table III, the left most columns (Humanaud ) give the
average response times and recognition accuracies of our
participants for each Captcha scheme in challenge type 1 to 3.
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of the victim, and use available techniques to build accurate
models for the victim’s face and sound. Thus, when rtCaptcha
presents the attacker with a Captcha, his/her main obstacle in
achieving successful authentication is to solve the Captcha
before the authentication session times out. Once the Captcha
is solved, the created facial/voice model of the victim can be
used to create video/audio of the victim saying the answer
to the Captcha. This fabricated answer can be sent to our
authentication server either by injecting it into the system
as outputs from the camera and the microphone (through a
compromised kernel) or directly into a malicious version of
the client app.
Since our system measures the time between when the
Captcha is first presented to the time when the user starts
to speak, one possible attack against our system is for the
attacker to produce an arbitrary “filler” sound (e.g., “errrr”)
while trying to automatically solve the challenge and then
inject the synthesized video. This attack can lead to one of
the following scenarios: 1) the “errrr” part is detected by the
speech-to-text library, and results in the attacker giving the
wrong response, or 2) the “errrr” part is ignored by the speech
to text (in this case, we can modify our system to ignore
the beginning of an utterance, but instead the beginning of
speech recognized by the speech-to-text). Another potential
attack against use of the start of speech is for the attacker
to focus their effort in identifying/solving the first part of the
Captcha. However, we will argue that a main challenge in
solving Captcha is to break up the different characters and
digits, and thus this attack may not buy the attacker much
time.
One key to considering the attacker’s chance of success
is the threshold for session time out; let’s call it T hlegit .
To put it another way, the strength of rtCaptcha depends
on the difference between a T hlegit threshold that’s long
enough for legitimate human users to have good success
rate at authentication, versus a T hlegit threshold that allows
for accurately breaking Captcha using a Captcha-breaking
algorithm. Thus, in the following, we will refer back to our
experiments in Sect. VI.

TABLE IV
AUTHENTICATION ACCURACIES BY NUMBER OF TRIALS (%)
Trial #

Task-1

Task-2

Task-3

Task-4

Task-5

1
2/3

90.3
100

87.1
100

90.3
96.8

80.7
100

90.3
100

try at most two times to successfully respond to any challenge.
The only exception happened for one participant under the
animated Captcha challenge. When we manually inspected
his response, we realized that the problem was caused by the
speech recognition algorithm.
C. Usability Evaluation
We measured the usability and user acceptance rate by
asking subjective questions at the end of our user study. Each
participant faced two to four questions depending on their
answers. We asked the following questions with the stated
multiple choices:
1) Have you ever interacted with any kind of facial authentication systems? (Y/N)
2) If yes, what was the challenge it asked?
(Blink/Smile/Other)
3) Would you consider using Real Time Captcha in the
future? (Y/N)
4) If no, why?
• I don’t like Captchas.
• I don’t like voice recognition systems.
• I prefer using password protection.
Overall, 87.1% of the participants never have used any
kind of facial authentication system and 81.5% of them lean
toward an authentication system that offers the proposed
liveness detection scheme. The rest do not want to use our
framework because of the voice recognition component or
Captcha scheme. Finally, 12.9% of the participants have used
smile or blink detection-based facial authentication systems,
and they stated that they prefer rtCaptcha. Even though an
84% favorable response from our participants shows promise,
we consider it only a preliminary result. As future work, we
plan to perform another user study to establish the usability
of our system in the general population. This is because: 1)
our current user study has a small number of participants,
and 2) the participants are from limited diversity of age and
background (mostly university students who are familiar with
Captchas).

A. Setting T hlegit = 5sec
Participants in our user study responded to 98.57% of the
challenges in less than 3 seconds. Furthermore, our results in
Sect. VI also show the studied users have an overall accuracy
of 87.1% for all tested Captcha schemes, and there seems
to be no correlation between their response time and their
success rate. In other words, we will not see any significant
improvement in the user’s rate of successfully answering the
Captcha even if we set T hlegit significantly higher. Thus,
for the rest of our discussion, we’ll assume T hlegit to be 5
seconds.

VII. S ECURITY A NALYSIS
In this section, we will first present our analysis to determine how likely it is for an attacker to successfully evade
rtCaptcha and impersonate the user. As mentioned in the
threat model, we assume the attacker can compromise the
victim phone’s kernel, and can have his/her malicious version
of the client app used for authenticating with rtCaptcha.
Furthermore, the attacker can also use the victim’s phone
camera and microphone to collect face and voice samples

B. Automated Attacks under T hlegit = 5sec
Now let’s consider what is the attacker’s chance of breaking
our Captcha and successfully generating the video/audio of a
victim answering the Captcha with a session time out of 5
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seconds. We will base our discussion on different kinds of
Captcha breaking methods with different levels of sophistication.
The most primitive Captcha breaking method we have tested
is Optical Character Recognition (OCR) based. In particular,
we tested the Captcha used in our study against one of the
OCR-based Captcha solving websites15 . As presented in the
Attackocr columns of Table III, the tested site could not solve
any of our Captcha challenges. Later on, we investigated if
it can successfully decode anything but plain-text lookalike
Captcha images without background noise or distortions.
We’ve also experimented with state-of-the-art Captcha
breaking schemes from Gao et al. [4] and Bursztein et al. [49],
which are based on character segmentation and Reinforcement
learning (RL) respectively. Table-VI summarizes their best
decoding accuracy and solving times for various schemes on
commodity laptops. We consider the work in [4] to be stateof-the-art because it proposes the most generic solution and is
the only published work that defeats the Yandex scheme. In
Table III we referred to their system as Attackbest . While the
results in Table-VI show that some Captcha schemes can be
broken in approximately 3 seconds, the overall recognition accuracies can be very low (while the corresponding accuracies
for harder schemes in our user study remain above 85%). Thus,
we believe that setting T hlegit at 5 seconds gives us a very
good safety margin against compromising attacks that could
employ even the most advanced Captcha-breaking scheme.

and accuracies, as advertised on the official website of each
service in Table-V. While the advertised times are much
higher than our 5 seconds T hlegit threshold, we also used
2captcha.com to break the Captcha dataset we used in the
user study to obtain real numbers for a fair comparison.
The average response times and decoding accuracies of this
service under each scheme are presented in Table-III under the
Attacktyp columns, while the distribution of response times
are presented in Fig.11. The average solving time is 19.17
seconds (with 10.75 seconds at minimum) with 96.2% overall
solving rate. As such, once again, an attacker trying to launch
compromising attacks based on these services will not be able
to beat the 5 second threshold, and that is true even if we
do not consider other time overheads caused by synthesizer,
which has Ttts =1.1 seconds (TTS delay time) at best [37], etc.
TABLE V
R EPORTED AVERAGE DECODING ACCURACY AND TIME OF TYPING BASED
HUMAN RESPONSES TO C APTCHA CHALLENGES
Service
anti-captcha
captchaboss
deathbycaptcha

Acc(%) Time(s)
99.0
99.9
95.8

7
8
10

Service

Acc(%) Time(s)

2captcha
imagetyperz
9kw.eu

96.6
99.0
N/A

10
12
30

TABLE VI
B EST DECODING ACCURACY AND TIME OF GENERIC ATTACKS
Gao et al. [4]
Scheme
reCAPTCHA(Old)
reCAPTCHA
Yahoo!
Baidu
Wikipedia
QQ
Microsoft
Amazon
Taobao
Sina
Ebay
Yandex

Fig. 11. Distribution of response times of 2captcha service for our Captcha
database.

Bursztein et al. [49]

Acc(%)

Time(s)

Acc(%)

Time(s)

7.8
77.2
5
44.2
23.8
56
16.2
25.8
23.4
9.4
58.8
2.2

8.06
10.27
28.56
2.81
3.74
4.95
12.59
13.18
4.64
4.83
5.98
15.5

21.74
19.22
3.67
54.38
28.29
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
47.92
N/A

7.16
4.59
7.95
1.9
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
2.31
N/A

D. Other Security Benefits
While the main strength of rtCaptcha lies in presenting
the attacker with a challenge that is difficult to answer automatically, and thus nullifying the advantage they have in
being able to generate authentic-looking/sounding video/voice
of the victim and inject it into the authentication process at
will, rtCaptcha also comes with a surprising benefit over other
liveness detection challenges like blinking and smiling. That
is, it is very difficult to capture the user giving out the answer
to the right Captcha ”just by accident.” In particular, liveness
challenges that are based on blinking and smiling are very
vulnerable to attacks like UI redressing attacks [25], or more
advanced attacks like those described in [50]. Under both
scenarios, the attacker can drive the legitimate authentication
app to a state where it’s presenting the user with its liveness

C. Semi-Automated Attacks
Although in our threat model we stated that any attack
that requires human intervention is not going to scale and
thus is out of scope, we still will consider the possibility
of breaking rtCaptcha using cloud-based, manual Captcha
solving services, since this is a commonly used attack method
against other Captcha schemes. In particular, attackers may
use the authentication device as a proxy and ship Captcha
solving tasks to the real human workers. There are many manpowered Captcha-solving services that report high recognition
rates, as presented in Table-V. We obtained recognition times
15 http://www.captchatronix.com
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detection (either by using Intent, which is harder to control
for more than one UI, or using the accessibility service),
while covering up the phone’s display with an overlay (so
the user doesn’t know he/she is being attacked). With liveness
challenge based on blinking or smiling, this attack is likely
to be successful because people naturally blink and smile
occasionally, and thus they will provide the answer to the
underlying challenge and help the attacker to authenticate them
unknowingly. With rtCaptcha, such an overlay-based attack is
unlikely to be successful because it is very unlikely the victim
will spell out the answer to the right Captcha by accident while
the overlay is obscuring the screen and the underlying app is
waiting for a response.

difficulty in using those materials to present genuine muscle
movement. This is obviously true for static pictures, but even
for wearable masks, where it is doubtful that one can move
lips (without exposing the lips of the person wearing the mask
underneath) well enough to appear to be saying the answer
to our Captcha challenge. Thus, on top of incorporating lip
reading into our system, in the future we also plan to evaluate
how this will stop attacks from wearable masks (which should
be the state-of-the-art for presentation attacks).
Finally, one can argue that the recently announced Face
ID16 by Apple already provides a robust security mechanism
against our threat model, and also, wearable masks. However,
our approach still can be applicable through the existing smart
phones (estimated around 2.3 billion by the end of 201717 )
without the requirement of any additional hardware (e.g., depth
camera, infrared sensors, etc.).

VIII. D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORKS
Reaching a big diversity in our user study was our limitation
as in the previous studies [30]. Since we mainly recruited
people around the university, these users were usually more familiar with the underlying technology with rtCaptcha. Hence,
human performance may vary among other populations, especially among those who rarely use mobile devices or are
unfamiliar with Captchas, as stated by Brodic et al. [43].
One of the main security infrastructures in our framework
relies on speech recognition since we capture audio response
to the Captcha challenges. Hence, the STT algorithm must be
robust enough to minimize the false negatives for legitimate
user responses. The collected data in our user study involves
ambient office, restaurant and outside environments with A/C
sound, hums and buzzes, crowd and light traffic sounds. However, our data still have limited background noise variations
to test the robustness of used STT method in our experiments.
Having said that, we can always use other powerful STT approaches such as Deep Speech 2 by Baidu [45] or cloud-based
solutions (instead of CMU Pocketsphinx library) for noisy
environments. Moreover, recent advances in lip reading (e.g.
LipNet [51]) provide around 95.2% of sentence-level speech
recognition accuracy by only using visual content. Combining
such an approach with STT would probably give very accurate
results to legitimate challenge responses. Moreover, using
lip reading-based speech recognition also will increase the
usability of the system in a silent environment.
Our future work includes implementing a lip reading
method on the Captcha response recognition. Furthermore,
future research is required to analyze more data collected
from different populations and environments with varying
noise types and levels. It also could be required to analyze
varying illumination and pose to measure face recognition
and verification performance in a real life scenario. However,
most of these limitations are related with all audio/visual
authentication systems.
Even though we consider presentation attacks out of scope
for this work, we believe that by requiring the user to actually
say something in order to authenticate, we will create extra
challenges for even state-of-the-art presentation attacks. In
particular, no matter whether the presentation attack employs
static pictures or wearable masks, the attacker will have

IX. C ONCLUSIONS
Our work outlines several aspects of an audio/visual authentication system and presents a novel and practical approach,
called rtCaptcha to straighten the flaws of existing liveness
detection systems. First, our exhaustive analysis on major
cloud-based cognitive services (which have a market size of
$15 billion18 ) clearly reveals that an applicable and spoofresistant liveness detection approach is an urgent need. On the
other hand, Captcha-based human authentication has been used
successfully on the web for more than a decade. Therefore,
rtCaptcha is a suitable fit for this urgent and growing need.
Additionally, our user study and comparative threat analysis
with its results proves that our scheme constitutes a strong
basis against even the most scalable attacks involving the latest
audio/visual synthesizers and state-of-the art Captcha-breaking
algorithms.
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